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Git



Git

● A version control system

● Keeps a record of changes (what, when, who)

● The lab book of the digital world



Repositories



Code Hosting Site Alternatives

● GitHub

● SourceForge

● Launchpad 

● + Many more

They all vary in cost and design. Pick whatever suits you.

Bitbucket gives you unlimited storage space for free if you use an academic email address



How to clone a git repository

i.e. how to get a copy of it on your computer

Go to wherever you want the code to go.

Use the command:

git clone <address to repository>

i.e. in this case

git clone git@bitbucket.org:moniquehenson/git-training-jacs.git



How to get updates

Use the command

git pull

If this complains (can depend on your settings), try:

git pull -u origin master

-> Should now have a new file in directory!



Configuring Git

Need to tell it your name:

git config --global user.name “Monique Henson”

Tell it your email address:

git config --global user.email "moniquehenson13@gmail.com"



Git Workflow

1. Decide which files you want to update

git add <those files>

2. When ready to update those files, need to commit 
them to the repository

git commit -m “Updating list of contributors”

3. Push files to repository

git push origin master

Good practice to include 
a message saying 
what’s changed. 



Git Workflow

Credit: http://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/



Don’t all do this at once!

You’ll all be trying to change the files at the same time



What happens when everyone makes changes at 
once? 

Your options are:

● Reset

● Branch



Reset

Throw away local changes, and update to repository 
version

1. Get repository version

git fetch origin

2. Overwrite local changes

git reset --hard origin/master



Branches

Useful when you want to develop a feature separately.

1. Create a branch

git checkout -b <branch name> 

2. Make your changes
3. Commit changes

git commit -m “Changed contributors for branch …”

4. Push changes to branch

git push origin <branch name>



Branches

Finished working on your feature? Time to merge

1. Switch back to main branch

git checkout master

2. Merge your branch with the master

git pull

Git will try to automatically merge those files.

Will sometimes fail - then you have to do it manually



After merging

Add files and commit as usual

git add <files>

git push

Delete branch (if no longer needed)

git push origin --delete branch2



Git: Key commands

● To pull latest updates from the repository

git pull

● To add local files to index

git add <filenames>
eg. git add contributors.txt

● To commit changes

git commit -m “<message>”
e.g. git commit -m “Added a new contributor.”

● To push changes to repository

git push



Git: Workflow

1. Make changes to your code
2. Add changed files to index
git add <filenames>
eg. git add contributors.txt

3. Commit changes
git commit -m “<message>”
e.g. git commit -m “Added a new contributor.”

4. Push changes to repository
git push



Next step: Create your own 
repositories!



Click here and follow instructions



Useful resources

A great, straight forward guide to git:

http://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/

More in depth tutorial:

https://confluence.atlassian.com/bitbucket/git-tutorial-keep-track-of-your-spa
ce-station-locations-759857287.html

Full documentation:

https://git-scm.com/documentation
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Happy? Questions?



Parameter Files



General rule: 
Don’t hard code parameters





Hardcoding makes coding harder



Better: parameter files

● Put all of your parameters into one file

● Add comments to make it clear what they are

● Usually best to use a text file (unless python)

● Especially useful for compile languages



Fortran parameter file



Parameter files in python

In python, can use a python script as a parameter file

e.g. params.py



python parameter file



Happy? Questions?



Makefiles



Makefiles

● Useful for compiled languages (C++, Fortran, LaTeX)
● Deals with all of your compilation flags so you don’t 

have to
● Most large codes use Makefiles



Example

Should have the following files:

hello.c   hello.h   main.c

To compile, type:

gcc -o a.out main.c hello.c

This links the files main.c and hello.c to the executable 
a.out

Try running a.out (./a.out)



Example: using a Makefile

We can put this compilation command into a makefile so 
we don’t have to keep typing it.



Example: using a Makefile

1. Create a file called makefile and open it
2. Add the following

main: main.c hello.c

gcc -o a.out main.c hello.c

3. Save and enter the following in the terminal

make

NB. There must be a tab preceding the second line!



General Structure of a Makefile

Consists of a variables and a set of rules

A rule is created using the following syntax:

<rulename>: <files needed for the rule>

<command for rule to execute>

e.g.

main: main.c hello.c

gcc -o a.out main.c hello.c

# This is a comment



General Structure of a Makefile

A file can have multiple rules. 

The first rule in the file is executed using:

make

All other rules are executed using:

make <rule name>



Example: multiple rules

main: main.c hello.c

gcc -o a.out main.c hello.c

clean:

rm main.o hello.o a.out

Try make, then check directory, then try make clean



Makefiles: Comments

Comments are preceded by #

# This is a comment

# They’re useful for annotating code and makefiles



Makefiles: Variables

Convenient to use variables to store compiler names and 
filenames



Makefiles: Variables

#This is a variable

CC=gcc

#This is a rule to compile the program

main: main.c hello.c

$(CC) -o a.out main.c hello.c

# This is a rule to delete unnecessary files

clean:

rm main.o hello.o a.out



Makefiles: Variables

#This is a variable

CC=gcc

#This is a rule to compile the program

main: main.c hello.c

$(CC) -o a.out main.c hello.c

# This is a rule to delete unnecessary files

clean:

rm main.o hello.o a.out

$(CC) means that the computer 
reads the value of the variable



Makefiles

● Can get much more complicated

● Show GADGET example



Makefiles

● Only covered the basics

● Should be enough to get you started

● Useful for compiled programs (C, C++, Fortran, LaTeX)

● Means that you don’t have to remember compile 

commands

○ Especially useful if you’re sharing code!



Makefiles: Helpful resources

A step by step tutorial:

http://mrbook.org/blog/tutorials/make/

A few examples:

http://www.cs.colby.edu/maxwell/courses/tutorials/maket
utor/

Full documentation:

http://www.gnu.org/software/make/manual/make.html
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Happy? Questions?


